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Abstract 
The Qperiment described in this paper involved the in- 

tqmtwn of a process-centred software development envi- 
ronment (Merlin) and a multiple-view integrated software 
development envinmment (Multiview). These two tools 
were developed quite separately fmm each other, with no 
eqxctataon that they would ever be integmted into a single 
integrated software engineering envimment. 

The paper first briefly presents the separate environ- 
ments and then describes the technique used to integmte 
them. This technique centres on the development of an 
adaptor process to mediate between the environments. I t  
was first necessary to identily the point at which to connect 
the two environments, and then to design and implement 
an appropriate process to pass commands between them. 

This work has resulted in  enhancements to both of the 
separate tools and has created a combined environment 
which ezploits the advantages of both of the original en- 
Vinmmnts. 

1 Introduction 
An experiment in tool integration is described, involv- 

ing the integration of a process-centred software develop- 
ment environment (PSDE) and an integrated softwam de- 
wefopment environment (ISDE). Both of these environ- 
ments were constructed on the assumption that they would 
be in complete control of their operating environment; nei- 
ther was constructed with the idea of being integrated with 
any other tool. 

Tool integration is concerned with the extent to which 
tools coalesce, that is, the extent to which and ease with 
which tools cooperate to achieve common goals. Included 
in this is the ease with which data is managed and shared, 
the ease with which the interaction between tools (includ- 
ing invocation of tools) is controlled, and the appearance 
of the result of the integration of two or more tools to the 
user. 

Integration presents differently depending on the view- 
point. A user of an environment, for example, expects 

a well integrated environment to operate as a coherent 
whole, expecting the integration to result in a s e d -  
meshing of the component tools which eases the task of 
software development and does not involve cognitive con- 
text switching as different tools are invoked. Indeed, au- 
tomatic invocation of tools should be transparent to the 
user. However, to the environment builder, a well inte- 
grated environment represents: 

an environment which is easily extensible, 
an environment in which tools can be easily removed 
or replaced by others with similar functionality, and 

an environment which allows additional tools (new 
or third party) to be easily integrated. 

Several themes of integration, initially identified by 
Wasserman [WasSQ], are discussed in the literature. Data, 
Control and Process Integration are of particular interest 
to this project. 

Data Integmtion is instrumental in providing tool inter- 
operability and relates to the sharing of data amongst tools 
and the management of the relatiomhipe between data ob- 
jects produced by the tools. This usually implies a central 
data store, often with communication between tools oc- 
curring via the database in a tightlycoupled architecture, 
or via a message server in the case of more loosely cou- 
pled integration. Both Thomas [TN92] and Welsh [WY91] 
recognise the existence of persistent (primary) and non- 
persistent (secondary) data and the need for a tool to have 
access to both at the appropriate times. 

Control Integmtion is defined as the ability to noti@ 
interested tools of significant events and the ability of a 
tool to react to such events, as well as the ability to au- 
tomatically invoke tools in order to achieve a goal. Welsh 
notes that an environment may have control tools as well 
as function tools. Control tools organise and monitor the 
activation of other tools. Note the implied overlap with 
Process Integration (eee below), which leads Thomas to 
state that Control Integration allows the combination of 
environment functions according to the preferenme of a 
project, as directed by the underlying process. 
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Process Integration is the support for a well-defined 
software engineering process. The implication is that the 
tools cooperate and interact effectively to support the pro- 
cess. Both Wasserman and Thomas believe that Process 
Integration is an integral part of an integrated environ- 
ment, whereas Welsh argues that Process Integration has 
no specific implications for tool integration mechanisms 
and should be able to be implemented using facilities al- 
ready provided by Data Integration and Control Integra- 
tion. To some extent, this view is correct (and leads to 
the overlap between Control Integration and Process In- 
tegration); however, the process model employed by the 
environment will have obvious impact on aspects of Data 
Integration (e.g., the attributes of stored objects and the 
definition of and ability to manipulate the relationships 
between objects), and on Control Integration (for exam- 
ple, tool activation mechanisms, tool activation sequences, 
and notification of events). 

Current research approaches to building integrated soft 
ware engineering e n v i m m e n t s  (ISEEs) focus either on: 

providing a set of highly integrated tools supporting 
a particular life cycle phase and hence the produc- 
tion of one type of document (such as a program, a 
structured-analysis diagram or an entity-relationship 
model), or 

loosely integrating various separate tools to provide 
support for a range of life-cycle phases and the cor- 
responding development of a range of documents. 

The MultiView ISDE is an example of the first ap- 
proach: in its  present form, it provides language-sensitive 
editor support for a programming language (Modula-2 is 
one of the languages supported, for example) via a vari- 
ety of graphical and textual views on software components 
written in a language supported. The Merlin system is 
a loosely coupled PSDE and is hence an example of the 
second kind of ISEE. 

Because Merlin and MultiView are complementary in 
their functionality, a straightforward way of investigat- 
ing integration mechanisms and mutually extending their 
functionality presented itself with the chance to integrate 
the two environments. This opportunity arose during the 
course of wider cooperation between the corresponding re- 
search groups on the architecture of ISEEs, a discussion of 
which is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The next section describes each of the separate tools 
(Multiview and Merlin) in isolation, to give some idea of 
their appearance and their separate implementations. The 
following section then describes the experiment of connect- 
ing these two tools into a single integrated environment. 
The final section presents some conclusions and discusses 
some possible future work. 

2 The separate tools: Multiview and 
Merlin 

2.1 Multiview 
The Multiview project [AHM88, Mar901 at Flinders 

University is investigating the construction of multiple 
view ISDEs which are implemented in a distributed fash- 
ion. 

Most software development environments provide ac- 
cess to the software components under development via 
only one editable representation. Typically, this is text. 
With the advent of cheaper workstations with high reza 
lution displays, some experimental systems have been de- 
veloped which make use of graphical depictions of pro- 
grams. The principal motivation for the development of 
the MultiView environment has been the observation that 
software developers tend to make w e  of various represen- 
tations during software development. Thus far, the work 
on the Multiview prototype environment has concentrated 
on the coding phase of the software lifecycle. 

Fkom a user's point of view, the Multiview environ- 
ment provides multiple concurrent views of the software 
system under construction and is thus similar at the user 
level to the PECAN system [%i84, %i85]. The Multiview 
approach allows support for many of the representations 
employed by software developers, which range from textual 
descriptions (such as program listings) to various diagram- 
matic representations (flowcharts, Nassi-Schneiderman di- 
agrams, and so on). The present Multiview prototype 
supports three kinds of view as a demonstration of the 
feasibility of the approach. 

Figure 1 depicts a session with the current MultiView 
prototype. In the top left-hand comer of the figure is a 
ControlView window, which allows the creation of view 
instances and the loading of program components in the 
Multiview database. The remaining three windows in Fig- 
ure 1 show instances of the view types mentioned above: 

the window in the top right-hand comer shows a 

the window in the bottom left-hand comer shows a 

the window in the bottom right-hand comer shows 

All of these view instances axe being used to view the same 
program component (a Modula2 unit called 'test3.mod"); 
a user can use any of the view instances to edit the com- 
ponent. It would have been possible to have other view 
instances being used to view different program c o m p  
nents at the same time. The interested reader is referred 
to [Margo] for a more detailed discussion of the operation 
of an earlier version of the MultiView environment. 

The implementation of the MultiView environment is 
distributed and is designed to exploit the kind of coarse- 
grained parallelism to be found in multiprocessor worksta- 
tions. This style of implementation is motivated by the 

flow-chart view (Flowview), 

textual view (Textview), and 

an abstract syntax tree view (Treeview). 
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END 
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Figure 1: A session with the current Multiview prototype. 

desire to improve the performance of sophisticated soft- 
ware development environments, particularly with regard 
to tasks such as incremental code generation. Experience 
with other kinds of computer-aided engineering environ- 
ments (say, those for Misting with circuit design) has 
shown that, as the environments become more sophieti- 
cated, the most expensive reaource - the engineer - is 
forced to remain idle for longer periods of time, waiting 
for response h m  the environment. 

The software architecture of the Multiview implemen- 
tation is illustrated in Figure 2: the implementation con- 
sists of a collection of concurrently executing procesges 
communicating via “age-passing, which has been im- 
plemented in term of UNIX eockets. The exploitation of 
parallelism that occurs within the Multiview implemen- 
tation depends on the concurrent execution of these pro- 

At  the heart of the implementation is the database, 
controlled by the database p”.qs shown at the bottom 
of F’igure 2. Thii database holds abstract syntax trees for 
the collection of compilation units currently being operated 

Ce88e8. 

upon by the user. The database process receives notifica- 
tion of changes to the compilation units held within the 
database and broadcasts information about modifications 
when necemary. 

Each view instance is managed by a view p v m a ;  if the 
user is employing a view instance to perform editing on a 
compilation unit, the corresponding view process receives 
and interprets the input from the user. Every view process 
holds a view-specific copy of a single compilation unit; this 
is an abstract syntax tree which is decorated with infor- 
mation relating to the particular kind of view. When the 
user input has been interpreted, the corresponding mod- 
ifications are made to the local abstract syntax tree and 
the visible representation updated. Once this hae been 
done, an appropriate description of the changea desired 
are sent to the database process, which then broadcasts 
notification to any other view proceases holding a copy of 
the relevant abstract syntax tree; these view processee then 
update their abstract syntax trees and visible represent& 
tions. 



[View Process) 
View-s peci fie 
copy of one 

compilation unit 

Figure 2: The software architecture for the Multiview implementation. 

(View Process) View Process 
View-specific 
copy of one 0 compilation unit 

View-speci fic 
copy of one 

compilation unit 
... 

The interface between view processes and the database 
process consists of a protocol which is common to all kinds 
of view process. This protocol is independent of the kind 
of view concemed because it  deals entirely in terms of the 
abstract syntax tree operations. 

The implementation structure depicted in Figure 2 al- 
lows view instances to be updated in parallel, which con- 
trasts with the round-robin scheduled updating of views 
which occurs in the PECAN implementation. The current 
MultiView prototype is the third implementation of the 
system and current work is focussed on adding incremen- 
tal semantic analysis and parallel incremental code gen- 
eration, in preparation for the development of run-time 
views. 

2.2 Merlin 
Merlin is a prototype PSDE, developed by the Mer- 

lin project at the University of Dortmund. This work 
has been carried out in cooperation with Gesellschaft fiir 
Software-Technologie mbH (STZ), a Dortmund-based soft- 
ware house. The Merlin prototype uses a rule-based tech- 
nique to describe a software process model [PS92, PSW921. 
The emphasis of the Merlin work is on executing (or en- 
acting) such process definitions. 

Through this enactment, the environment is able to 
provide information concerning the current and previous 
states of a software project, to inform users about activi- 
ties to be performed and to provide information concern- 
ing time and other constraints for specific activities. One 

major achievement of such an environment is the com- 
puter supported integration of development activities with 
management activities. Project managers, for example, 
are able to retrieve on-line information about the current 
project status and developers are immediately informed 
about any additional activities to be undertaken and of 
constraints applying to existing or new activities. 

A process definition to be enacted by Merlin consists of 
the following entities: 

Activities: a collection of tasks which achieve some 
goal related to the production of a software prod- 
uct (e.g., specifying, editing, compiling or testing a 
module); 
Roles: groups of activities which are logically highly 
related and which represent a subset or view of 
the software process (e.g., activities representing a 
project manager, a technical leader or a program- 
mer); 
Softwam objects: objects of any granularity that are 
produced during the software development process 
(e.g., modules, documentation and test plans); 
Resources: people who participate in the produc- 
tion of software and technical resources such as tools 
supporting the software development activities (e.g., 
editors and debuggers). 

A software object has a related set of activities which 
can manipulate the object and a related set of tools which 
support these activities. For example, a module to be pro- 
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Figure 3: A session with the Merlin processcentred sofiware development environment. 

grammed can be edited by some editor and a module to 
be tested can be executed under the control of a debugger. 

Furthennore, users are associated with one or more 
roles, each role presenting a view of the software process. 
As a result of this view mechanism, users are assisted by 
the Merlin environment; all relevant information (and no 
more) associated with their current role is displayed in a 
working context. The display includes objects currently 
being manipulated, their dependencies to other software 
objects and the activities which can be used to manipulate 
each object. This approach varies from that taken by many 
other PSDES, the user is presented with all information 
needed to perform a task, the user can be confident that 
there is no more relevant information available, and that 
no unrelated information is displayed (avoiding informa- 
tion overload). This is in contrast to operating system, 
for example, where the user has to know which objects 
exist, which activities can manipulate these objects and 
(often) where to locate the appropriate tools. 

A Merlin user seea a working context displayed on the 
screen in a hypertext-like manner; in this working con- 

text, software objects are represented as boxes and la- 
beled arcs between the boxes describe the relationships 
between software objects. For example, the working con- 
text in Figure 3 (the window labelled "WorkBench") shows 
four software objects and two arcs. The boxes have at- 
tached menus which detail the manipulations or activities 
which can be performed on the software objects. In Fig- 
ure 3, one of the software objects is a Modula-2 module 
labelled "mlm2"; this module has associated with it a 
menu of three activities which can be performed on it: 
"ascii-editor" , "asciipager" and "ascii-printer" . Selecting 
a menu item will cause the invocation of the appropriate 
tool or tools to perform the activity. The window in the 
lower left-hand corner of Figure 3 shows the result of se- 
lecting the "asciiditor" menu item associated with the 
other Modula-2 module shown in Figure 3 the implemen- 
tation module '"2" (denoted by "m2m2" in the working 
context). Such tool invocation and any underlying coop 
eration between multiple tools to complete the selected 
activity is transparent to the user. 
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Figure 4: The working contexts of a programmer and a quality assurance engineer. 

The line at the top of the WorkBench window displays 
the current user’s name, the project concerned and the 
corresponding current role (e.g., designer or programmer). 
The line below this is a menu bar which provides facilities 
for customising the working context display. It allows, for 
instance, selection of preferred tools for specific activities 
(such as a preferred editor). It is also possible to filter 
the display to obtain an overview of the working context 
information; for example, the user can hide all software 
objects of type specification or hide software objects with- 
out attached relationships. In addition, browsing through 
the network of software objects is facilitated by the ability 
to centre the displayed collection of software objects on a 
selected software object. 

The software objects displayed in a user’s working con- 
text are determined dynamically by the current system 
state. System state is a snapshot of the individual software 
object states; as the states of software objects alter, 80 the 
system state and hence the contents of various working 
contexts are altered. Software object status information is 
requested from the user whenever an activity terminates. 
For example, when the editing of module “m2” in Figure 
3 is complete, a state selection window appears, as shown 
in the middle right of the figure. This window requires the 
user to specify the current status of the software object 
concerned; the status information displayed is determined 
by the underlying process model. 

As a brief illustration of how Merlin supports cooper- 
ative software development, consider a situation involving 
two developers: Miller and Smith, who ate performing the 
roles of programmer and quality assurance engineer, re- 
spectively. Specifically, Miller has responsibility for coding 

and reviewing modules, and Smith is responsible for test- 
ing them. The software process involved is defined in the 
following terms: the quality assurance engineer performs 
extensive testing of a module based on a predefined quality 
plan, but only after a module has been coded, reviewed and 
briefly tested by the programmer. 

The schematic representations in Figure 4(a) and (b) 
show the working contexts for Miller and Smith, respec- 
tively, at some point in the software development process. 
(These schematic representations will now be used in place 
of complete screen snapshots, to save space and to make 
the essential aspects clearer.) At the point depicted in Fig- 
ure 4, Miller is working on executing module ”ml”; while 
Smith works on creating a test plan for module ’”2”. 

When Miller finishes coding and testing module “ml” 
(and so has altered the software object state), the work- 
ing contexts are rekeshed and Miller’s working context no 
longer contains the module’”m1” or its associated soft- 
ware objects, as shown in Figure 5(a); in fact, Miller has 
no further activities to perform in the role of programmer 
at this point. Since Smith is responsible for testing ”ml”, 
this module and its associated software objects now appear 
in Smith’s working context, as illustrated in Figure 5(b). 

If module ”ml” does not pass the quality tests being 
carried out by Smith in Figure 5(b), as would be indi- 
cated by the appropriate software object status informa- 
tion, Miller’s original working context - that in Figure 4(a) 
- will be regenerated. 

A more detailed example and discussion of Merlin’s s u p  
port for cooperative work can be found in [PSW92]. The 
example discussed in this paper is based on the ISPW6/7 
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Figure 5: The refreshed working contexts of a programmer and a quality assurance engineer. 

scenario, defined in [KFFKSl]. 
As previously mentioned, Merlin is a loosely coupled 

integrated environment which currently uses Unix tools 
(such as vi and d e )  exclusively. It provides high level 
support for process integration; a process model is de- 
scribed using rule-based techniques and mechanisme are 
provided for the enactment of such a description. Data 
integration is achieved through the Unix file system with 
relationships between software objects, and role, activity 
and file access information stored as a dynamic, persistent 
graph structure. Control integration is bound into each 
WonkBench. The WorkBench is a structure which includes 
the user's working context and mechanisms for the auto- 
matic and transparent invocation of tools (e.g, the invo- 
cation of a compiler at the point that a code component 
becomes complete) and notification of significant events 
(such as the alteration of software object status). 

The implementation architecture for Merlin L shown 
in Figure 6. The Merlin environment supports multiple 
llsers by providing a working contd to each user. De- 
pending on changes in the states of software objects made 
by a wer, this working context and the working contexta 
of the other users are r e h h e d .  Each user is supported by 
one ProCeseEngine and one working context. The Proas- 
sEngine is responsible for calculating the working context 
by interpreting the facts and rules which define the soft- 
ware procees. The facts and rules are stored in the pro- 
cesd dutahe. The WonkBench realizes the user interface 
(i.e., display of menus and the working context. There- 
fore, the WorkBench Control needs to have access to the 
underlying window management system (X Windows, in 
this case). Furthermore the WorkBench is responsible for 

invoking tools; this is relvlized by the Toolcaller, which im- 
plements envelopes to invoke the tools and to receive the 
return codes (e.g., if a compiler has been called). Thus, 
the ToolCaller needs access to the software object store 
which is part of the process database. Communication b e  
tween the ProcessEngine and the WorkBench is realized by 
the Communication component, which is based on UNIX 
sockets. 

Multiple user support is achieved by sharing the pro- 
cess database: all process engines involved share the facts 
and rules, and the WorkEhch instances share the software 
objects. If a process engine has changed some process rel- 
evant information, the other process machina are notifled 
that they have to update the working contexta for their 
users. 

3 Approach to tool integration 
3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Section 1 and aa illuetrated in Sec- 
tion 2, Merlin and MultiView provide completely different 
functionality. A ueeful integrated environment could be 
obtained if the sophisticated editing facilities provided by 
Multiview were to be used by Merlin at the point that a 
software object consisting of programming language source 
code is about to be edited by a Merlin user. Thus, the goal 
of our integration experiment was to attempt to have the 
two tools cooperate in this fashion. 

This style of integration involves more than simply d- 
ing Multiview from the Merlin environment, since Multi- 
View is a self-contained environment with its own data, 
control and process integration "a "8, and since 
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Figure 6: The Merlin implementation architecture. 

Multiview can manipulate more than one software object 
at a time. hrthermore, when a user commits changes in 
a Merlin working context, Merlin closes the corresponding 
tool by killing the tool window without first saving the 
software object or checking for changes. Merlin can re- 
act to the exit codes of an invoked tool (e.g., a compiler); 
however, this behaviour does not work with complex tools 
such as Multiview which use their own data management. 
For example, if Merlin were to close MultiView in the 
same manner, it could lead to corruption of the MultiView 
database. 

Therefore, further concepts were needed to achieve an 
appropriate level of cooperation between Merlin and Mul- 
tiView (or any other tools to be integrated). This section 
focuses on these concepts, describes a standard protocol 
between Merlin and external tools, a standard library to 
realize the protocol, and the results of the experiment to 
integrate Merlin and Multiview. 

3.2 Integration architecture 
To achieve the integration of Merlin with Multiview 

(or indeed with any external tool), a facility was required 
to manage both the data and control integration aspects 
of the integration, including the transfer of information 
between Merlin and the tool (e.g., which component is to 
be manipulated). From the point of view of the Merlin 
project, it was clearly advantageous to use the MultiView- 
Merlin integration experiment to obtain a generic facility 
that could be used to integrate further external tools (such 
as design or requirement analysis tools). 

The facility mentioned above we call an adaptor be- 
tween Merlin and the tool; this adaptor must provide 
for two-way communication between Merlin and the other 
tool. Note that the adaptor amounts to a “control tool” in 
the terminology of Welsh introduced earlier. The general 
architecture of the adaptor is depicted in Figure 7. Since 
our goal was partially to explore the nature of a generic 

facility to integrate Merlin with external tools, some func- 
tionality has been provided in the adaptor (e.g., mecha- 
nisms to process software objects created or deleted by the 
external tool) not required immediately for the MultiView- 
Merlin integration experiment. 

Neither of the original architectures for Multiview and 
Merlin were totally suited to the kind of integration that 
we required, even given the presence of the adaptor. Thus, 
a number of changes and enhancements to both were re- 
quired. These changes not only enabled the construction 
of the adaptor, but also individually enhanced the two sys- 
tems. 

From the Merlin viewpoint, the starting point for the 
integration was in terms of Merlin’s interaction with other 
tools. As explained earlier, in Section 2.2, Merlin provides 
editing facilities through the invocation and termination 
of discrete Unix tools, such as the vi editor, on a particu- 
lar file. When the editing is complete, Merlin detects the 
fact that the tool is exiting and acts as determined by the 
process model. Communication between the Merlin Work- 
Bench and the tool is via the Unix command line and the 
exit status of the process. The lifetime of the external 
tool is assumed to be the duration of the editing session. 
In addition, Merlin assumes that a given tool invocation 
operates on a single component. This interaction, while 
appropriate for simple tools such as vi, is inadequate for 
more powerful tools such as Multiview. A Multiview ses- 
sion will typically handle the editing of a number of com- 
ponents at the same time and the lifetime of the session 
should not be restricted to the editing of a single com- 
ponent. These limitations in the Merlin viewpoint were 
overcome by introducing the concept of external tools. 

In order to facilitate the kind of interaction required 
with external tools, the Merlin external tool control proto- 
col was defined. This protocol includes commands which 
allow Merlin to instruct the external tool to load compo- 
nents for editing or reading, change the access rights to 
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Figure 7: The general architecture for tool integration with Merlin. 

components, unload components and terminate the exter- 
nal tool. Merlin can also use the protocol to query an 
external tool for the modification status of any loaded 
components. The full set of external tool control protocol 
commands is listed in the appendix. The lifetime of the 
external tool is not bound to an editing session and the 
external tool can operate on any number of components 
during its lifetime. 

Exchanges of messages between the external tool and 
the Merlin WorkBench are synchronous with respect to the 
WorkBench. All messages are initiated by the WorkBench 
and the external tool is expected to respond. The protocol 
does not include any messages or commands initiated by 
the external tool to which the WorkBench must respond. 

For Merlin to enact a given software process model, it 
demands complete control over the interaction of the exter- 
nal tool with the external environment (e.g., the relevant 
file system). The external tool must only load components 
when instructed, it must unload them when instructed and 
terminate when instructed. Otherwise, the external tool 
could be used to circumvent the constraints of the process 
model. 

The above Merlin external tool facility was not only nec- 
essary for the Multiview-Merlin integration project, but is 
also likely to be a useful facility in future attempts to in- 
tegrate Merlin with other tools. The integration of these 
tools with Merlin will involve the realization of the external 
tool control protocol in the tool. 

From the MultiView point of view, the integration start- 
ing point was Controlview. As indicated earlier in Section 
2.1, this is a window which is used by the Multiview user 
to load files, start views, unload files or terminate a Mul- 
tiView m i o n .  Thee  operations, however, were actually 
realized within the MultiView database process and were 
initiated by a Controlview process transmitting control 
messages to the database. In particular, Controlview is 
not implemented by a view process of the kind depicted 
in Figure 2. Unfortunately, the set of control messages 
provided within the MultiView implementation was not 
rich enough to fully implement a Merlin external tool. In 
addition, any view could issue a control message, thus vi- 
olating Merlin's requirement for complete control over the 
tool. These limitations were overcome by designing a set 
of control messagea, called the MultiView c o n t d  proto- 
col, and introducing the concept of a designated controller 
process. 

The Multiview control protocol messages instruct the 
MultiView database process to load files into the database 
as structured representations of compilation units, delete 
units from the database, save units into files and termi- 
nate the Multiview session. The full set of MultiView 
control protocol messages is given in the appendix. In 
addition, the database process can be queried about the 
modification status of a unit. All other messages that initi- 
ate interaction with the file system were removed from the 
Multiview protocol. Controller processes are designated 
processes within a MultiView seaion; the database process 
will only honour control message8 which come from the 
designated controller and allow only one controller process 
to be connected at any time. 

The MultiView control protocol provides the mecha- 
nism required by the Multiview side of the integration 
experiment. It also led to a new design and implemen- 
tation of Controlview for Multiview. When MultiView 
operates in isolation, the Controlview process is the des- 
ignated controller process and interacts with the database 
using the control protocol. 

Given these enhancements to Multiview and Merlin, 
the integration experiment consisted of the design and im- 
plementation of the Multiview-Merlin adaptor. The role 
of this adaptor can be seen in Figure 8, which is a spe- 
cialisation of Figure 7 for the case of the specific integra- 
tion experiment described in this paper. The adaptor is 
both a Multiview controller process and a Merlin external 
tool. It receives instructions from Merlin, encoded in the 
Merlin external tool control protocol and controls the Mul- 
tiView session by exchanging Multiview control protocol 
messages with the database process. 

3.3 Implementation 
Although the focus of the implementation of the inte- 

gration was the design and coding of the adaptor, it was 
necessary to first implement the external tool control pro- 
tocol within Merlin and the Multiview control protocol 
within Multiview. 

Enhancing Merlin involved both the specification of the 
external tool control protocol, and the implementation of 
this protocol both within the WorkBench and as a library 
to be linked into external tools. The protocol was imple- 
mented as messages transmitted and received over Unix 
sockets. The WorkBench was modified to interact with 
tools that could manipulate more than one file and could 
not be terminated by merely killing the associated process. 
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Figure 9: The Multiview-Merlin adaptor. 

This was achieved by modifying the ToolCaller component 
of the WorkBench. Merlin has to decide whether a UNIX 
tool or an external tool is being called; this is defined by 
the process model. If a external tool is to be invoked, 
the ToolCaller has to communicate with the adaptor to 
send a measage to start the external tool. Other messages, 
such as starting and finishing a component, and chang- 
ing the access rights of a component, are also provided by 
the ToolCaller. The implementation of the invocation of 
UNIX-based tools remains unchanged. 

In addition, the Merlin user interface was enhanced to 
provide user feedbxk about adaptor time-outs and to in- 
form the Merlin user of problems emanating from Multi- 
View. 

Implementing the Multiview control protocol required 
some minor changes to Multiview’s internal communica- 
tion protocol and the resulting changes in the database 
to support the new commands. Communication between 
the MultiView database and view processes is implemented 
within the Multiview Communication Subsystem (or CSS). 
All Multiview view proceases include an instantiation of 
the CSS. The CSS encapsulates queries and commands 
from views, and transmits them as data over a Unix socket 
to the corresponding CSS within the Multiview database 
process. Adding the Multiview control protocol com- 
mands to the existing Multiview protocol required extend- 

ing the CSS to support the new message types. At this 
stage, the existing ControlView was modified to interact 
with the database using the new commands. 

The adaptor was then implemented as a Multiview 
controller process that also accepted commands from the 
Merlin WorkBench. Figure 9 shows the structure of the 
adaptor, at the heart of which is an interpreter that maps 
the Merlin external tool commands into Multiview control 
messages; the adaptor also contains an instantiation of the 
Multiview CSS and a port to communicate with the Merlin 
WorkBench. Since it is a controller process, the adaptor is 
able to start a Multiview database and take control of its 
operation. Hence, when Merlin invokes the adaptor, the 
adaptor in turn invokes the Multiview database to initiate 
a Multiview session. 

Unfortunately, it was not passible to use the external 
tool library implemented when Merlin was extended with 
the tool control protocol, because of the assumptions made 
about the form of interprocess communication to be used. 
Instead, the external tool side of this protocol had to be 
reimplemented to function within the context of a Multi- 
View view process. 

The close relationship between the external tool con- 
trol protocol commands and the Multiview control p r o b  
col commands made the coding of the interpreter a sim- 
ple task. This interpreter receives the tool control pr* 
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tocol commands and emits, via the CSS, the appropri- 
ate MultiView control messages. For example, a Mer- 
Un start-component message is mapped into a Multiview 
loadunit message. The load-unit " g e  retuna a unit 
identifier to the adaptor. A subsequent f inish-component 
measage, for the same component, is mapped onto a Mul- 
tiView deleteunit message for the unit. 

4 Conclusions and future work 
This paper has described an experiment in tool integra- 

tion, involving the integration of two very different tools 
whose integration was never anticipated. The tools were, 
in fact, developed on oppoeite sides of the world in isola- 
tion from each other. The two tools are a looeely coupled 
procese-centred software development environment and a 
cloeely coupled integrated software development environ- 
ment. 

A general architecture for the integration of foreign 
tools was designed for the processcentred environment 
(Merlin). This architecture involves the use of an adaptor 
process. The architecture was then used in integrating an 
integrated software development environment (MultiView) 
with the processcentred environment. 

The result was an integrated software engineering envi- 
ronment which retains the strengths of its individual com- 
ponents: 

Merlin's enactment of software processw represents 
an excellent approach to the problem of controlling 
cooperative software development, and 
MultiView provides very strong support for the ma- 
nipulation of software objects at the point that a 
software developer is ready to perform such manip 
dation. 

The resulting integrated software engineering environment 
also addresses weaknesses in each of the separate tools, 
weaknesses arising from issues which were outside the 
scope of the reeearch projects concerned: 

Merlin only provides access to text editing utilities 
for editing software objects, instead of more specific 
editing facilities. 
MultiView does not midress the issue of coordinat- 
ing the work of multiple software developers and, in 
particular, provides no controls over the copying of 
software objects into the databasea of several Multi- 
View usem. 

The enhancements of both Multiview and Merlin, and 
the subsequent implementation of the adaptor, illustrated 
a number of points about designing and implementing 
tools intended to be integrated into integrated software 
engineering environments. Mechanisms to control the op- 
eration of the tools should be considered when the tool is 
designed. However, no assumptions should be made about 
how a tool may be invoked; instead the mechanisms should 
be primitive enough to allow the realisation of a range of 
tool control policies. Elucidation and refinement of these 
ideas is the subject of ongoing work. 

Future work will 8180 now extend the library of opem 
tions so far implemented to cover a message server which 
can connect to multiple, different tools. 

The work described in this paper is 8180 being used in 
the development of a general model of tool integration. 
This model will be used to define tool integration mech- 
anisms such as those represented by the adaptor and the 
two protocols, and as the basis of automatically generating 
tool integration "ms ' (i.e., adaptors). 
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Appendix 

The Merlin external tool control messages 
An instantiation of the Merlin working context is able to 

control the operation of tools that manipulate sofiware objects 
that  fall into the domain of the process model. As shown in 
Figure 10, the Merlin external tool control protocol defines mes- 
sages that provide this control over an external tool. Each mes- 
sage has an associated acknowledgement message that indicates 
whether or not the operation has been succeasfully carried. 

The following are the external tool control messages used 
in the Multiview-Merlin integration experiment. In all but the 
last, the boolean value being returned represents only the ac- 
knowledgement for the completion of the command. 

s t a r t f o o l ( t W 1 )  : 
r e t u r n s  boolean 
tool: The name of the tool t o  be started (e.g., MultiView). 
boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
This message is used t o  start the external tool indicated. It 
is invoked at most once for a given tool within a working con- 
text session, namely when the user first requests the use of 
the tool by clicking the editllist button in the tool selection 

window. The boolean value indicates whether or not the tool 
has been started successfully. Merlin needs this information 
to isme further messages, reinvoke the tool, or to calculate a 
time-out (to inform the developer that  the tool is currently 
not available). 

startsomponent(too1, component, unit-mode): 
r e tu rns  boolean 
tool: The tool which is to receive the current message. 
component: The name of the component to be opened. 
unit-mode: Either “read-write’’ or “read-only”, indicating 

the appropriate access rights to the component. 
boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
This message starts the indicated tool on the specified com- 
ponent. For the Multiview-Merlin integration, the tool  is 
bound to  “MultiView”. The  unit-mode determines whether 
the tool may modify the component (read-write) or merely 
browse it (read-only). The boolean value informs Merlin 
whether or not the invocation has been executed successfully. 

finishcomponent(too1. component, unit-mode): 
r e t u r n s  boolean 
tool: The tool which is to receive the  measage. 
component: The name of the component t o  be  closed. 
unit-mode: Either “do-save” , “optional-save” or “do-not- 

save”, indicating the disposition of the component being 
C M .  

boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
Terminates processing on a particular component. If any 
references or copies of the component exist within the exter- 
nal tool, they must be purged. In the MultiView context, 
this implies that  views must be terminated which relate to 
the component and the corresponding unit must be removed 
from the database. Because of the Merlin concept of transac- 
tions, it may be necessary t o  prohibit or to demand the sav- 
ing of the component; the unit-mode parameter determines 
the actions that the tool may take if the component has been 
edited, but not yet saved. If a value of “true” is returned, 
indicating that the component has been successfully c l o d ,  
Merlin can read the new state for the component &om the 
document state window and start the processing required to 
refresh the working context. 

f inishtool( too1)  : 
r e t u r n s  boolean 
tool: The name of t h e  tool to be clwed (e.g., Multiview). 
boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
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Figure 11: MultiView control protocol messages. 

This command is used to teminate the external tool, usu- 
ally just prior to exiting the Merlin workbench. The saving 
of modified components must be initiated by Merlin prior to 
issuing the f i n i s h t o o l  message, by using finishcomponent 
for each component accessed by the tool. Merlin must a h  
initiate the closing of all components which have been opened 
under read acc888. The boolean value indicates whether or 
not the message has been executed completely. 

changesccess(too1, component, unit-mode) : 
tool: The  tool which is to receive the message. 
component: The name of the component whose accea8 rights 

unit-mode: Either “read-write” or “read-only”, indicating 

boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
This command is used to change the access rights of the indi- 
cated component. This message is needed, for example, after 
the working context has been refreshed and the access rights 
to the component differ from those applying previously. The 
possible changes are from ”read-write’’ to “read-only”, or 
vice wma. The boolean value indicates whether or not the 
change has been executed successfully. 

are to be modified. 

the new access rights for the component. 

is-changed(too1, component) : 
r e t u r n s  boolean 
tool: The  tool which is to receive the message. 
component: The name of the component whose status is 

boolean: Acknowledgement of command completion. 
This command queries whether a given component h a s  been 
modified. This query may be used when exiting to determine 
what action must be taken by Merlin when terminating the 
processing of a tool. The onus is on Merlin to initiate any 
saving of components. The boolean value indicates whether 
or not the component has been changed. 
In addition to the control messages listed above, there 

are two further messages which have not been used in the 
Multiview-Merlin integration but which will be needed for other 
external tool integration. 

are-deleted(too1) : 

required. 

returns component-list 
tool: The name of the tool receive this message. 
component-list: A list of the components deleted by the tool. 
This command queries which components have been deleted 
by the indicated tool. 

h a v e h e w r e a t e d ( t o o 1 )  : 
rsturm colponsnt-l ist  
tool: The name of the tool receive this “ a g e .  
component-iist: A list of the components created by the tool. 
This command queries which components have been created 
by the indicated tool. 

The Multiview control protocol messages 
The MultiView control protocol is implemented as a subset 

of Multiview’s internal communication protocol. This internal 
protocol defines a set of me%sages, consisting in each case of a 
command field and a set of parameters (the nature of which 
is determined by the command). For each command, a corm 
sponding acknowledgement message is defined. The  acknowl- 
edgement message may also contain data  fields, such as the  
boolean result in the acknowledgement to the la-changed com- 
mand. The CSS converts the commands and their parametes 
into a linear bit stream that is written onto the Unix socket con- 
nected to the corresponding socket in the Multiview databaae 
process. Once the database has p r o d  the command, an 
acknowledgement message is constructed and transmitted back 
to the view. This acknowledgement always contains a status 
field indicating whether the operation succeeded or, if it failed, 
the reason for the failure. 

Figure 11 summarizea the commands that  make up the Mul- 
tiView control protocol. Some details of each command are 
presented below. 

r eg i s t e rzon t ro l l e r  : 
Attempt to register the view originating the message as the 
designated controller proces%. This command is honoured 
only if no other view is currently registered as the  controller. 

deregister-controller:  
Deregisters the originating view as the  designated controller 
PrOCeSS. 

start-databaae(controller-address) : 
controller-addreas: The IP address and socket number of the 

communications port within the controller p m .  
Starts a database process communicating with the controller 
through t h e  port a d d 4  by controller-addrear. This 
command cannot be implemented by the controller purely 
in terms of message passing. Instead, a database process 
has  to be created and communication establised. Howaver, 
it is conceptually neater to consider it as a message. The 
controller-address parameter is transmitted as a com 
mand line parameter to the database process. 
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load-unit (f i l e ,  unit-mode) : 
returns un i t  
Be: The name of the Unix file containing the source of the 

component. 
unit-mode: Either “read-write” or “read-only”, indicating 

whether t he  Multiview user may make changes to the 
component. 

unit: The identifier allocated by the database that  identifies 
the new unit. 

Reads a software component (e.g., a Modula-2 module) from 
the  file given by f i l e  and creates a unit in the Multiview 
database in structured form (abstract syntax tree) for the 
component. The  returned u n i t  value is used to identify the 
new unit in subsequent commands. T h e  command will fail 
if either the file cannot be accessed or if its contents could 
not be parsed as a valid component in the language. 

save-unit (uni t )  : 
unit: The name of the unit to be saved. 
Save the  unit denoted by unit .  The  database saves the  unit 
into the file from which i t  was originally read. The command 
fails if the file cannot be written. 

delete-unit(unit)  : 
unit: The  name of the unit to be deleted. 
Delete the unit denoted by unit from the database. 

changeaccess(unit, unit-mode): 
unit: The  name of t he  unit to be modified. 
unit-mode: Either “read-write” or “read-only”, indicating 

Changes the access mode of the unit denoted by unit to the 
given value. 

is-changed(unit) : 

the  new access that  Multiview has to the component. 

r e tu rna  boolean 
unit: The name of the unit about which information is re- 

quired. 
This comand queries whether the unit denoted by un i t  has 
been modified. A boolean value is returned indicating the 
status. 

terminate-mult iview : 
Terminates the current Multiview session. On receipt of a 
terminatemultiview, the database shuts down all the con- 
nected views and exits. 


